JUMA MASJID
INDIA

COMMERCIAL ROOFTOP INSTALLATION

→ REC solar panels installed at a >200 year old grade IIA heritage property
→ The solar installation meets 70% of the mosque’s electricity needs
→ REC panels chosen for high quality, reliability, and strong local technical support

31 kW
SYSTEM SIZE

45,700 kWh
ANNUAL CAPACITY

35 TONS CO₂
SAVED ANNUALLY

COMMERCIAL INSTALLATION
“We were most comfortable recommending REC panels for this landmark installation.”

SOHAIL SHAIKH, COO, GREEN POWER PROJECTS PVT. LTD. (GPP)

For GPP, the Juma Masjid is the second mosque in Mumbai fitted with a solar array by them using REC panels. A system at the Minara Masjid was completed earlier in 2017. Beyond the quality and performance of REC panels, GPP chose REC because of the commitment and technical support of the local REC team in India, helping cement the strong collaboration.
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